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Fairfield, Connecticut

Freshman
elections
scheduled
Today marks the start of the
annual Freshman Elections pro
ceedings. It is a time of tremen
dous enthusiasm, involvement,
and school spirit shared by both
freshmen and upperclassmen
alike. Admid the flurry of cam
paign posters and slogans, the
University Community unites to
welcome its newest student
leaders.
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They call me ‘‘Batman”

from the $45 activity fee). Student
Government is responsible for
funding, either partidly or totally,
student services at the University.

This includes things such as the
Spectrum newspaper. Prologue
Yearbook,
ex tra-cu rricu lar
activities, admission to sporting
events, and clubs and organiza
tions. Student Government works
The offices available to full-time for the entire student body, review
ing current programs and policies,
freshmen are as follows:
Student G overnm ent:
5 and making recommendations to
improve student life at SHU. In
Freshman Representatives.
Freshman Class Office: Class addition, they sponsor many pro
P resid en t, Vice P resident, grams of their own through the
Programming Board, which coor
Secretary, Treasurer
Student Government is the dinates all the activities on
powerful decision-making body Campus.
governing student affairs. With an
See FRESHMAN, pg.
annual budget of $100,000 (derived

J w Clark, school principal and inspiration for the hit movie “Lean On Me,” speaks before a crowd
gathered in the SHU Theatre on Sunday afternoon.
Photo by Michael Champagne

a iiim is nrincmles., promol
sister Afih-Tj8tiSIE”l^^M ur

By Jennifer Barbin

Staff water
The Vatican released Pope John
Paul II’s apostolic constitution on
Catholic universities titled “Ex
Corde Ecclesiae” (from the Heart
of the Church) on Sept. 25, 1990.
“My reactions are very positive,”
says Sacred Heart University
President Anthony Cemera. “The
document reflects the fruit of
dialogue.”
The document is divided into
two parts, the first explaining
Catholic universities’ identity and
mission, the second outlining
general norms.

counselor at Sacred Heart Univer
sity says, “The tone is that of
dialogue and respect for academic
freedom of higher education and
a respect for the integrity of the
C atholic C hurch.” Nadeau
believes that the document can
serve “as a starting point for
discussion among the academic
community.”
“It is the university that has
prim ary responsibility for
explicating its Catholic character,”
said Ursaline Sister Alice Gallin,
executive director of the Associa
tion of Catholic Colleges and
Universities, in a statement issued
Sept. 24. 1990.

s ^ i f i c implementation is left
to the regional and local levels
where close collaboration between
universities and church authorities
is urged.”
The Apostolic Constitution
and SHU
The Vatican’s apostolic constitu
tion serves as a reference point for
discussion and is an affirmation of
certain principles. As Cernera
says, it is “not a list of do’s and
don’ts,” but is “something we ought
to take seriously.”
The new constitution does con
tain some problematic statements.
One of the norms states, “In order
not to endanger the Catholic iden

tity of the university or institute of
higher studies, the number of nonCatholic teachers should not be
allowed to constitute a majority
within the institution which is and
must remain Catholic.”
Academic Vice President and
Provost, Thomas J. Trebon con
siders that statement “somewhat
distant in tone from the rest of the
document.” Potential SHU faculty
members are not asked to reveal
their religious affiliation. “By law,
practice, and nature,” says Trebon,
“we do not, must not, will not
discriminate.” He believes those
who are not Catholic add a

See DIALOGUE, pg. 14

Changes at WWPT for new year
By Ritch Flynn
SHU student radio station
WWPT is making drastic changes
in operations for the new year in
order to gain wider appeal among
the student body.
Last year the station was

plagued with organizational and tion with Staples High School in
technical difficulties. “We’ve been Westport. “We had a lot of com
training and getting our DJ’s munication problems with them
licensed” said station manager last year,” Lombardi told the Spec
George Lombardi. It was helter- trum, “we were not [synchronised]
skelter here last year because of and Staples kept going on the air
lack of training. We are doing our while we were still broadcasting.
best to keep that from happening Mark Nee has been going over
there a few times each week so that
again,” Lombardi said.
The station operates in conjunc we will not have that problem this
year.”

In the Spectrum
News — .................................. .... ..........................1-3
Opinion .................................. .... ......................... 4-5
Features.................................. ............................... 741
Arts & Entertainment................. ...........

12-13

Sports...... ............................. ...... ..................... 15-16

Lombardi also told the Spec
trum that the disc-jockeys are
more disciplined this year, reduc
ing the instances of personality
conflicts with student government
that abounded last year.
The station still has some
technical difficulties to contend
with. Increasing the power of
transm issions remains under
debate in Westport Town Hall.
The stations transmissions have
been interfering with the Westport
Fire Dept. Due to this fact the
town is currently opposing an
increase in power for the radio sta

tion. The station went off the air
briefly during the week of October
7-13th at the request of the
Westport Fire Dept, because of
interference.
Student and faculty have
recently criticized the volume
level of the station in the cafeteria.
Lombardi told the Spectrum that
the problem lies in master volume
control and a monitoring system in
need of improvement.
“We set the volume level in the
morning and monitor the levels
from Jeferson House, but the noise
level of the students in the cafeteria
influences the volume [output].
The volume can be increased or
decreased from either Jefferson
House or from a small closet
across from the cafeteria. “We
really need to develop a better
feedback system for volume con
trol,” Lombardi said. “We are not
yet 1(X) %, but we are getting there
and we believe that by the [spring
semester] things around here will
be a breeze.”
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Acci>r<!it»g to Sacred Heart’s
mtsshin statemcftt, the university
is defined as a “co-cdoeational,
independent institution of higher
teaming in the Catholic intellec
tual tradition” it continues to
explain that "it exemptilks in its
life the Judeo-Christian values of
the God-given freedom and
dignity of every human person.”
From its founding on the former
,slle tif Notre Dame high school in
1963 by the Most Reverend 3%ller
W. Curtis, second bishop of the
Diocese of Bridgeport, Sacred
Heart was to reflect the
ecumenical spirit post \htican
II. it was unique becau.se it was to
be staffed primarily by lay people.
As Acsutemic Vice President and
Provost notes, “SHU vms ahead of
its time because of the rote of the
laity. We ought to feel good about
our position.”
However, SHU's position as a
non-.sectarian institution of higher
learning was legally challenged in
1967 when former SHU President
William Conley aj^tied for and
r««ived government funds to con
struct the library. Sacred Heart
University, Albertus Magnus CoL
lege, Fairfield University, and
Annhurst College were litigants in
the Connecticut Colleges case,
ultimately known at TOton v.
Richardson. The plaintiffs argued
that the award of government
funds to these church allltiated
universities was a vitdation of the
provision in the First Amendment
for the ac^ratiott of church and
On June 2B. 1971, the U.S.
Supreme Court decided in favw of

See MISSION, pg. 14
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NEWS BRIEFS^ Tea for two . . .
Nursing field focus of lecture series
The Sacred Heart University Mu Delta chapter of the international honor society of nurs
ing. Sigma Theta Tau, is holding
Distinguished Lecture Series" on Thursday. November
I. from 12:30 p.m. to 4:15 p.m. in the Schine Auditorium of the Library.
The program will feature two guest speakers: Dorothy Brooton. Ph.D.. FAAN, professor
of the University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing and .senior fellow at the Leonard Davis
In.stitute of Health Economics and Juanita Kirkland Hunter, R .N ., Ed.D., clinical assistant pro
fessor of nursing at the State University of New York at Buffalo.
Brooton will speak on “Research as Priority: It's Time for Revolution," and Hunter's subject
will be “Nursing Tomorrow: Preparation Today."
The fee for Mu Delta members is $20; non-members $25. Advanced registration is requested.
For further information, contact 371-7715.

Edwin Meese to speak at SHU
Former attorney general Edwin Meese will give a public lecture, “The Bill of Rights and
Judicial Interpretation." on Thursday, Nov. 8 in Sacred Heart University's Schine Auditorium,
beginning at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.*
Meese, who served as the nation's 75th Attorney General from February 1985 to August 1988,
now lectures, writes and consults on a variety of subjects. He holds the position of distinguished
fellow with the Heritage Foundation, a Washington-based public policy research and educa
tion institution.
For more information, contact Dr. Gary Rose at Sacred Heart University, 371-7745.

Last Chance, Last Two
The Sacred Heart University media department will present their last two movie features
this month. They are:
Saturday, November 3
Apocalypse Now

1979
Directed by Francis Ford Coppola
Coppola's version of Joseph Conrad's novel. Heart of Darkness. Starring Marlon Brando, Mar
tin Sheen and Robert Duvall. Runnng time: 153 minutes.
The movie's theme is of self-discovery, madness and the corruption of power artistic in Viet
nam during the war. It is a disturbing and powerful artistic and political statement.
S ta r W ars
1977
Directed by George Lucas
Starring Harrison Ford, C arrier Fisher and Mark Hamill
Running time: 121 minutes
This movie begins the adventures of young Luke Skywalker. a brave, impetuous hero
catapulted into a desperate encounter with evil.
Both movies start at 7:30 p.m. and will be shown in the media studies studio located in the
administration building. Admission is free and the SHU community is encouraged to attend.
For more information please call 371-7755.

Get out your blue suit
The Career Planning and Placement Office will sponsor “Professional Personnel Day"
Wednesday, November 7 from 9:00 a.m . to 4:00 p.m. in the university library.
Students will be involved in informational interviews with many Southwestern Connecticut
employers. They will have the opportunity to learn about the job market, have their resumes
reviewed, and receive tips to make them more marketable.
The agenda:
9:00 a.m .-9:30 a.m ....................................................................................................Registration
9:30 a.m .-N oon.......................................................................................Speaker: Toni Nabholz
Travelers Insurance
Noon-l:00 p.m.............................................................................................................. Lite Lunch
1:00 p.m .-4:00p.m .
Informational Interviews
Provost and Vice President for Academic Af&irs, Dr. Thomas J. Trebon, has made it possible
for all seniors to be excused from attending their respective classes that day. Students will be
responsible for material covered or worked assi^Md by their instructors on that day.
.■
Students mu&t have made reservations in order to attend the day's activities. Students can stop
by the Office o f Career Planning and Placement located on the second floor of the Campus
Center or call 371-7975.

Nutrition is one number topic of
interest for SHU employees
In April of this year Director of Health Services, Lynn DeRobertis and Benefits Manager,
Sofi Kapadia began the “SHU Wellness Program" for all university employees with the Health
Interest Survey questionaire. The questionaires have been tabulated and here are the results.
Faculty
Non-Faculty
Anony.
Total
327
231
Questionaires sent
96
161
128
Questionaires received
28
103
Questionaires not received
68
488
Total Received
Health Education Topics of Interest
Topic
Rank
Nutrition
1
Weight Problems
2
Improved Cafeteria
3
Emergency Care
Back Problems

No. of Responses
98
63
62
61
33

Interest in Multi-Sessions
Class
Stress Management
Food Pre-Occupation

No. of Responses
62
18

Health Screening Programs of In te^ sl
Screening Program
Cholesterol
Hypertension
Computerized Health Risk Appraisals

^ ^
•.
-•

^
.
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Fitness Programs of Interest
Fitness Program
Walking Club
Aerobics

Bonny Bevan (left) and Tara Carter perform an experiment to extract caffeine from tea bags in Dr.
Babu George’s chemistry lab.
Photo by Michael Champagne

Catholic education in our new world

m^mKh'fof^OiKtnictive solutions’:"
We have to project images of

hope.”
Dr. Anthony Cemera, president
of SHU, promised that Hug’s
words “won’t stop here today.”
After the lecture he said the
Strategic Action Committee would
be discussing the lecture’s ques
tions with Hug. “I want to talk with
him. I also want to transcribe the
lecture and get it out into the
university for discussion,” he said.
“I invited him here for precisely
the challenging words he gave us.”

THE WORKSHOP SKILLS CENTER
NOVEMBER

No. of Responses
91
70
40
No. of Responses
78

. . . And based on your responses
Wednesday, November 7
“Heart Attacks: Personal Perspectives"
Dr. Don Brodeur and Dr. Edward Bordeau will speak about their personal experiences.
4:00 p.m.
A-V Room
Tuesday, November 13
Serum Cholesterol Screening
A b s t blood test, not a Tinger stick. Participants are encouraged to sign up for this screening,
contact Lynn DeRobeitis at 371-7838. Results will be available in the Health Services ofTice 24
hours after the test.
8:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m .
Faculty Lounge

Writing an Effective Argumentative Essay
11:00 a.m.
Thursday, November 1st
11:00 a.m.
Thursday, November 15th

Dr. Whitaker
Dr. Whitaker

Writing the Research Paper
Tuesday, November 6th
Tuesday, November 13th

11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Ms. Gorman
Ms. Gorman

Improving Your Test Taking Skills
Wednesday, November 7th
Thursday, November 8th
Wednesday, November 14th

11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

Ms. Leto
Ms. Greene
Ms. Santossio

Writing Effective Sentences and Paragraphs
Wednesday, November 14th
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday, November 28th
11:00 a.m.

Attention Jewish Students
The first meeting for a new Jewish student group being organized on campus will be held
to d ^ from 11 a.m . to noon in room S214 during convocation hours.
Some of the matters to be discussed include the organization's name and logo, possible
cultural and community outreach prc^rams and interfeith activities. Refreshments will be
served.
Personal invitations to this meeting have been sent to all Jewish students attending Sacred
Heart.
If you wish further information, please call Rabbi S. JeixMne W dlin, advisor to the group
at 371-7841 o r at his synagogue office at 268-6940.

Editing and Revising Ybur Papers
Monday, November 19th
Tuesday, November 20th

Scbolarsbips Available

Writing Workshops for Social Work
To Be Announced

Dr. Christopher Boreyko, chairman of the Advisory Council of the M ish Lai^uage Schol^ship Fund announces that scholarships^^ availaUe to those students who continue their studies
of Polish beyond the course PLiOll.
Applications can be obtained from Professor Lachowicz by calling 372-5139. Applications
m u stb e filled o u tan d retu m ed b y Noyfember 30. Students are cnc6ufa|ed to apirty. *

, ■■r14 1
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are being structured directly into
poverty for life,” he said.
Hug questioned Sacred Heart’s
goals, and asked whether the
university is doing what it should
to help correct the problem. He
said the administration should ask:
“What are we as an institution of
higher education committed to?
What is the sin of this institution?
What are we being called to?”
Hug also stated that the only
way to arrive at an answer is “to
analyze, focusing on reality;

Hug explained how the last SO
years has wrought “dramatic
changes” in the world. Events in
Reverend James Hug, S.J., the United States were zeroed in
director of the Center of Concern on, such as civil rights
in Washington D.C., recently movements, the Vietnam War, the
delivered a speech at Sacred Heart Watergate scandal, and fluctuating
regarding the goals of Catholic oil prices, which changed
universities in times of drastic America’s dependency on foreign
economic change. It was the third nations. All of this sparked “a
lecture in the annual Presidential restructuring of U.S. and world
economy,” he said.
Lecture Series.
Now, in the 90’s the Untied
The speech, titled “Education
^ for a World Coming Apart: The States feces the laige task of reverRevolutionary Mission of Catholic " ' sing the htiBiedliWfe rfifeete
Higher Education in the 1990’s,” econom ic revolution; the national
focused on the challenges of an debt has exploded, the upper class
economic revolution, and what is becoming wealthier while the
Catholic universities can do to number of impoverished grow,
guide society safely through the and racism is again on the rise.
Hug commented, “If we don’t fece
changes.
Hug pointed out that Catholic the challenges of the 90’s, they will
universities must educate students continue to grow and worsen.”
Hug says education has to
to view economy from the stand
point of the impoverished, not the change. In an interview after the
middle class. ‘T here is no neutral speech he criticized the inner city
ground,” he said. “Catholic univer school system for perpetuating the
sities need to reflect the values of problem. “The schools are horri
ble, absolutely falling apart. Kids
the reign of God.”
By C hris Nicholson
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11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

:

Ms. Turner
Ms. Turner

Ms. Leto
Ms. Spector

Ms. Capowich
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1990 Freshman Elections

Freshman decdons

CoD/tftanpg. 1

Nov. 1 (Thurs.)

Registration for candidates ^arts in the Activities Office.
You will receive your nomination petition, and the cam
paign rules.

Nov. 6 (Tues.)

Information meeting for all candidates and students in
terested in more information on running. We'll anstver
que^ions and fill you in on ail the details you'll need to
know. Student Go\^rnment Office, 11:00 a.m.

Nov. 7 (Wed.)

Campaigns start at 3:00 p.m. for those students who have
returned their nomination petitions. You'll have one week
to campaign and put up flyers, posters, etc. The more
creative, the better! Good luckt

Class officers are concerned the Activities Office. Registration
with representing the needs and is open through November 9. You
interests of their respective
will have one week to campaign
classes. During the year, they fre (i.e. hang up posters, pass on
quently organize fundraisers,
fliers, buttons, balloons, campaign
mixers, assist with Freshman slogans, etc.) before the actual
Orientation and represent their . voting takes place.
Students interested in running
classes in activities like the annual
for office or finding out more
Spring Fest.
To become a candidate in these about whafs involved may contact
elections, you must be a full-time Student G overnm ent Vicefreshman in good academic stan President George Reyes-Gavilan
ding at the University. You are not (371-7954) or the Activities Office
required to have any prior school (371-7969). Students are invited to
leadership experience to run; any attend the Student Government
meetings on Hiesday at 11:00 a.m.
interested freshman is eligible.
Freshman may run for only one in Room Sill. Take the oppor
office. You will need to register in tunity to find out more, and join
the elections race.

Nov.9(Fri.)

Cast day to register to become a csmdidate. All petitions
due back in the Activities Office by 3:00 p.m.

M fO N NEXT SPRING XT THE SmTE CAPITOL

Nov. 13 (Tues.)

"Meet the Candidates Day” at 11:00 a.m. in thecafeteria.
The Elections Committee wilt introduce all candidates and
announce the offices each are running for

Nov. 14/15 (W.&Th.)

Freshman Class Voting from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in the
Student Government Office. Results will be announced
on the 15th at approximately 3:00 p.m. in front of the
cafeteria. All full-time freshmen are eligible to vote.

Nov. t6(Ffi.)

Last Day to remove all signs from the walls.

Schedule

Study tour programs offered
By Cynthia Lagaris

Staff Witer
Numerous international study
programs are sponsored by the
education department at Sacred
Heart University
titled, “The
Incredible Shrinking World.”
Dr. Barry Herman, director of
graduate programs in education,
stresses the advantages of global
studies. “Traveling to other coun
tries is a rewarding experience for
all participants involved,” says
Herman.
“Learning usually takes place
within the four walls of a
classroom, but it can also take
place in such nations as Great Bri
tain, Soviet Union, Italy and other
countries,” says Herman. “As
educators we need to enrich our

lives with first-hand experiences
of visiting other countries,
meeting new people and seeing
places we only read about,” he
added.
The University offers students
the opportunity to earn three

graduate or undergraduate ciedits"
and 3.6 C.E.U. or audit credits
through global education tours to
other countries.
The study tours currently
offered include: The Fourth
Annual Caribbean Seminar Tour
to Cuba, from Dec. 26, 1990 to
Jan. 3, 1991; the Third Annual
Russian Odyssey Seminar Trip,
Feb. 9-17, 1991; the Imperial Cities
of Morocco Study Tour, Feb. 9-16,
1991; the Holy Land and Israel
Seminar Trip, Feb. 8-16,1991; the
Early Childhood Study Trip of
Reggio Emilia, Italy, April 12-21,

1991; the Second Annual Magic of
Poland Study Tour, Aug. 11-19,
1991; and the Fifth Annual Sum
mer Travel Seminar to England,
June 30 to July 10, 1991.

lARN ACADEMICCREDITS
WHILE YOU LEARNABDUT
STATEGDVERNMENT
Open to A ll M ajors
Applications are now available from yo u r campus
advisors for the State Legislative internship Program.
Students earn credit while intpming with a State
Senator or Representative. Fordetails and appNeabons
see your campus advisor listed below or writeto Direc
tors, Internship Program^ Legislative Office Building,
State Capitol. Hertford, CT 06106l

Campus Advisor:

Each study tour includes tuition

mc^
tiairatsfgfitafgesTi
gage handling in foreign countries,
transportation within each coun
try, sightseeing fees, services of a
tour director and bilingual govern
ment guide, seminars prior to
departure and bus service to and
from Connecticut and a New York
airport.
For additional information con
cerning study tour programs con
tact the department of graduate
studies and continuing education
at
203-371-7830
or
1-800-288-2498.

^ ^ f « Jo>m K ikoski
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Students should register for the Placement Exams through the Office For Communica
tion Studies located in S220, 371-7810, OR through the Math Office located in the
Administration Building in A204 from 8:00 am. to 12:00 noon, 371-7770.

—

YOUR TUITI
ON US!

MATH AND ENGLISH PLACEMENT EXAMS
ALL students registering for introductory Math and/or English courses MUST take a
placement exam. The placement exam must be taken prior to registration. Students
will be placed by SAT scores and by the Sacred Heart University Placement Test.

:

S acred H eart Univ.
P.O. Box 6460
B rid geport, CT 06606

•

Earn S8-9/hour to sta rt
as a Package Hartdler.
Up to $6,000 e v e ry y e a r
in Tuition Reimbursem ent!

• Excellent Health Care Benefitsl
• N ew Student Loan Program Borrow up to $25,000 per year!

PLACEMENT TEST POLICY STATEMENT
Students registering for English and/or Math classes, must complete Placement
Exams before they are allowed to enroll in English or Math courses. Once placement
has been determined, students are obliged to accept their placement and course
sequence. Additional testing is required for students identified as ESL placement.

PLACEMENT TESTING DATES A S FOLLOWS:
Thursday, November 8,1990
Saturday, December 15,1990
Saturday, January 5,1991
i

J

Wednesday, January 16,1991

5:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
5:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

Math
English
Math
English
Math
English
Math
English

Community Room, C.C.
Community Room, C.C.
Schine Auditorium
Schine Auditorium
Schine Auditorium
Schine Auditorium ‘
S 218
S218
......

When you work as a Part-time Package Handier
with UPS, you’ll receive great pay and benefits,
and tremendous opportunities for career ad
vancement! In addition, college students who
work selected shifts are eligible for up to $6,000
in tuition reimbursement every year ($2,000 each
semester after taxes)!

Shifts available:
(Approximate hours)

4:00-8:30 a.m.*
5:00-9:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.*

* T h e se shifts eligible for Tuition R eim bursem ent. All shifts
eligible for Loan Progreun.
'
MUST BE 18 YEARS OLD
.
For m ore inform ation call D an Nolan
385-7016
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What is a Catholic
education?
“Educate man without religion and you make
them but clever devils”
— Duke o f Wellington
On the front page of this issue there is a story
that reports upon a papal document which
addresses Catholic higher education, A sidebar
to that article aims to clarify the identity and
mission of Sacred Heart University.
In another article which appeared in the Fairfield Country Catholic recently, Dr. Francis J.
Lodato discussed the realities of our modernday society.
He stated, “American culture is in the throes
of serious moral decay. We are living in a time
where nothing is morally wrong, and every
issue is reduced to a person’s right to choose.
One out of two first marriages ends in divorce.
'TbTeVisidn'Shti^s and motion pictures convey
the impression that marital infidelity and pre
marital sex are the norm. The abuse of
children, physically, sexually, morally and
mentally, are too common in our environments.
Lack of respect for authority, for truth, for the
personal property of others, have caused emo
tional, spiritual and mental unrest in our
society.
In the face of the above indictments that we
all know exist. Sacred Heart University sets out
to educate students in a manner which will turn
out well rounded, responsible people who will
ethically and morally serve their community.
In our classrooms, SHU faculty should teach
to the whole person — ethics in business,
morality in human relations, the value of our
environment, and the role of spirituality in the
contemporary world.
Let’s do it!

WRITER’S RMK:K
Now I can understand some
people not reading my column

By Michael Champagne
Columnist

Let’s get one thing straight. The
W riter’s Block is not newsoriented. It is a forum for opi
nions. I am of the opinion that you
people either have no opinions of
your own or you have no con
fidence in die opinions you do
hold.
As an example, I give you this.
In the last column I wrote {Spec
trum, Vol. 7 Num. 6, Untitled) I
challenged people to identify why
univesity-organized events are so
poorly attended, yet any group
that can supply alcohol to a mass
of people will attract more people
that can be controlled.
In the editorial column next to
mine was a related piece asking
students to go directly to Student
Government or to the Activities
Office and tell someone why
SHU’s activities aren’t attracting
people.
Not one response has been for
warded to this paper and, to the
best of my knowledge, no one has
contacted the Student Government
or the Activities Office with any
offerings as to what might interest
people. That could be due to one
or more of the following reasons.

where anyone can drink as much
as they can hold and then become
an agent of death behind the
wheel.

because my style of writing may
Don’t get me wrong. I know it’s
not appeal to them but to not read
the editorial on this page really important for students to get
doesn’t make sense. That is the one together outside the authority of
place in this paper that the the university. I went through that
editorial board can voice our opi stage myself. Everyone does. But
nion of matters that could affect that’s not the point I’m trying to
you. Everything else in the paper make.
is “Just the facts, ma’am.”
We have a chance to make things
better for ourselves and for others.
Additionally, I’m vain enough to That’s (allegedly) why we are in
believe that there are people who college: to improve the condition
read my column, so it doesn’t of things. So why, when we are
seem to me that the first reason is presented with an opportunity to
a factor.,.
j acliie y e _ je||i. re
*minimum OTir!
Second, every one was on vaca pie refuse to act?
tion last week.
Do something! Get pissed off
I don’t buy that because we put about something and be a catalyst
about 2500 papers around campus to bring about a change in that
and they’re all gone now. Am I to which got your goat. Drop that
assume that Joe in the cafeteria attitude that allows you to bitch
took them all to wrap used coffee and moan about the state of things
grounds in? Not likely.
without getting involved in their
remedy.
Third, you really don’t care.
Hey, come to think of it, that
If you don’t like the way the
doesn’t sound too fer off the mark. adm inistration is conducting
So, after the next univesity- something, get involved. If you
sponsored event that you happen to don’t like the registration process,
grace with your presence, hang get involved. If you do like the way
out for a little while, start grumbl something works, tell someone.
ing about how the party’s going Without any feedback there is no
nowhere and then leave and tell way changes can be made to
every one not to bother going to improve them or to prevent the
the next one because it sucks.
change of something that works.

But don’t bother talking to
someone who could make a dif
ference in the events held at your
expense (that’s the “Activities Fee”
First, no one reads anything on part of your tuition they are using
this except for the editorial to hold these events) b ^ au se you
might be better off going to a party
cartoon.

I know you’ve all got opinions of
things but I don’t read minds and
no one in charge of anything
around campus does so your input
is needed.
Until we meet again . . .

______________
EDITORIAL POLICY: The opinions acpressed on the ^ to iia l;
page(s), whether in signed columns or letters to the editor, arc
'solely those o f the authors. Unsigned editorials appearing in
the far left column o f the first editorial page represent the
majority opinion o f Spectrum Editorial Board. Typed, doublespaced guest columns and letters to the editor arc welcomed
and encouraged. All arc subject to editing for spelling, gram
mar, punctuation and clarity. Letters to the editor should not
exceed 350 words and will be considered on a space available
basis. All submissions arc reviewed by the Editorial Board and
final decisions arc made by the Editor-in-Chicf.
Spectrum is a student newspaper o f Sacred Heart Univer
sity. It is published every Thursday during the academic year.
Spectrum office is located in the Academic Building, room
S219. The phone number is (203) 371-7963. All mail is to be
sent to Sacred Hean University c/o Spectrum, 5151 Park Avc.,
Fairfield, Connecticut 06432-1023. Spectrum believes all adver
tising tb be correct but cannot guarantee its accuracy. Deadline
is (9) days prior to publication. For informatipp call (2Q3)
371-7966.
..
..
.
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H d U n t in g S
science, and cannot be explained
by the ‘rational’ mind.
Edward is one of three visiting
demonologists in the world today.
He is respected by the Roman
C atholic C h u rc h ,. the Arch
Diocese, and the high clergy
world wide, as a professional
ghost hunter. He has been granted
permission to review ‘Case X’
which resulted in the making of
the motion picture. The Exorcist.
Lorraine is a noted clairvoyant,
O ctober. ..S eason of the and is responsible for sensing if
Witch...Hallows Eye...myth or something is wrong within a par
ticular household. Together they
reality?
Welcome to my new column, have been involved in active
one that will excite the senses, and investigation, and confrontation
exhilerate the psyche. I have with human and in-human (that is
decided to present to you a new something that has never walked
series based on the investigations the earth in human form) entities,
brought about Edward and Lor worldwide. Their travels bring
raine Warren, my self, and our them to all comers of the earth,
team, consisting of a total of most frequently however, their
twelve persons. What the NESPR work remains in the general New
deals with is the paranormal England area, where the earliest
entites as well. Ed and Lorraine colonists lived. The reason for the
have been investigating cases of general mass population of spirits
supernatural happenings, haun- in this area, is that New England
tings, demonic possessions, and is the oldest part of the British
strange occurances which go populated United States, and holds
beyond our comprehension, and the best chances of a personal
understanding, for over 40 years, tragedy occuring to a particular
and have attained the world family, resulting in an earth bound
renown success, as “The Real spirit. However, their work takes
Ghostbusters.” They have con them to England, Ireland, and
ducted lectures at dozens of major Scotland quite frequently, where
universities, and have sold the civilization is older still.
Their most notable investiga
thousands of books covering their
lives, and case histories. These tions include the real Amityville
suffered scars and bruises as a cases, and the 1975 Lindley Street
result of directly confronting these occurrances which occured in
entities, and these paranormal Bridgeport, CT. Yes, right next
experiences transcend our door.

England Society of Psychic Research
Whether or not you believe in
paranormal occurrances is up to
you. I am not going to force
anyone to believe in them, that is
up to the individual. I do however
believe in these occurrances, and
as a new member of the Warren
team, I shall be a witness to the
spectacular events which will
come soon enough.
I am currently involved in a case
in New Hartford CT. I shall inter
view and film the family interview,
as well as the house in question.
The Warrens believe that an earth
bound spirit is present in their
home, and after evaluating the
film, and following a briefing from
us, we shall proceed as they see fit.
As the weeks pass, I shall keep
you informed with the progresss of

the case, as well as introducing
you to new ones. It would take a
good forty columns to tell you
w hat I know about Parap
sychology, so I shall spare you the
details, and get to the good stuff.
But before I do, I would like to
mention the basic laws that the
Warrens hold true:
1) Never play with Ouija boards
2) If you have one: destroy it
3) Human beings cannot match
strength with demons or devils.
4) Faith alone is your best defense.
5) Satanism is very active, even in
Fairfield County, and results in
grave robbings, and rituals that go
along with the October month.
This is their field d ^ . Hallows Eve
is their Sabbath, and their
monstrous ceremonies, and rituals

defy all sense of reality, and
oppose the holy laws of God.
6) Demonic occurrancs most
always occur between the hours of
9:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. The Wit
ching Hour is at 3:00 a.m. not
12:00 p.m. This is a direct mock
ing of the Holy Trinity, and
Demonic occurrances always hap
pen in threes.
One final note, for those
discomforted by the preceding
text: The W arrens have
encountered several truly good
divine spirits, Angels, and even an
Arch-angel, so good forces are
also hard at work here on Earth.
Unfortunately, where there is a
good spirit, there are often evil
ones, who like to spoil the party.
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Letters
Prep course rip off

Write
a
letter

To T h e E d itor:

In the summer of 19891 took the
Stanley Kaplan prep course for the
LSAT. Before signing up for the
course I was told that this was a
class where the teacher and the
Kaplan administration genuinely
wanted to help the student. Of
course, it was the course
administration in New Haven who
fed me this viewpoint. However, to
my dismay, I have concluded that
the Kaplan course is just a
business and an uncaring one at
that.

to the
editor.
Do

it

now!

T he

When I called the Kaplan
Center in New Haven and spoke
with the director about re-taking
the course he informed me that it
would cost $595.00. I made him
aware of the fact that I had already
taken the course a little over a year
ago and did not think it was fair
that I would have to pay that much
money. When I signed up for the
course I was told that I could
retake the course for free if I chose
to within a year. I explained to him
that I was unable to do this within
this time frame because I was out

of the country for some time.
In addition, I told him that with
my tuition I had paid a little over
a year ago and the new amount he
required the Kaplan course would
have cost me over $1,200. After
explaining that I was a student and
couldn’t afford this he said he
would let me pay half tuition if I
joined with a friend. Thus bring
ing the amount of money I had to
pay for the course this year and last
to over $950.00. This amount plus
the full tuition my friend would
have to pay would be over $1,600.

He also told me if I get two peo
ple to join up with me I could go
for free. The total amount of tui
tion I would have brought into the
school would have been over
$1,800.
After being told this I was
absolutely delighted. This is the
extent to which the Stanley Kaplan
Learning Centers care about their
students. I told the administration
that I would sign up for the
Princeton Review.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Silbei^

Student Voice

By Ivan Mikolic

Do you think SHlPs improved security is effective?

Neal Esposito
Freshman
Finance

Sister Veronica Kelly
Junior
Social Work

Dave Rosario
Senior
M anagement/Finance

Theresa M arie Reinsch
Junior
Social Work

Scott Vo
Senior
Computer Science

“I think SHU’Ssecurity is very effec
tive now. Tho' have two guards at Ikft
Commons which should be very effec
tive. Overall I feel there is a better
sense of being safe from crime around
campus.”

“Yes, I think we have a very effectivesecurity department. I see them all
the time in your parking lots. They
usually wait until you have gotten in
your car before leaving. Thanfa for the
protection.”

“I think SHU s security has
improved dramatically from recent
years, although it still has room for
improvement.”
' •

“I feel the^ecurity guards are doii^ , “Yes, the more we have on the field,
a very effective job. I live at Taft Com- . the better results we have.” ^
!
mons and the security there is very

tight and well orgdniz^. T h ^’re very ' ’
frietdly and it’s great to know we have
t’

s

t
r
^
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Three new ways to survive college.

With Apple’s introduction of three new
Macintosh* computers, meeting the challenges of c d l^ e
life just got a whole lot easier. Because now, everybody
can afford a Macintosh.________
The HBBBlHBHnHMis our most
affordable model, yet it comes with everything you n eed including a hard ^$k drive.The B Q B H I O
combines color capabilities with affordability. An4lhe
HBIHHHHIHM is perfea for students who need a
computer with extra power and expandability
No matter v ^ ch Macintosh you choose, you’ll
have-a CQii^utQ: that lightens.your woric load without ,.
^

giving you another tough subject to leam. Every Macintosh
computer is easy to set up and even easier to master. And
when you’ve learned one program, you’re well on your
way to learning them all That’s because thousands of avail
able programs all work in the same, consistent manner.
You can even share information with someone who uses a
different tyjK of computer-thanks to ^ p ld s versatile
SuperDrive7 which reads from and writes to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple*II floppy disks.
See the new Macintosh computers for yourself,
and find out how surviving college just got a ^ o le lot

For further information visit the
Computer Center located in
Vax Lab or call 371-7796

easier

ei9>0Ap<ii>Cowyul>f,tnft Apple.me Apple looo.w<d MirinlOih «w w 9lrtirad tr»d»mafk$o< AppleCowpulw;liK;.8<^)<rOrh»#<d‘The
are tfa d e m a rk s o lA ^
M 8-O OSleem ol*«edtredem erkollvlcreeo*Conioiyqp.p8/2isaiegiileie<>tnKlen^«^.»yeip^l^puafne8sM achinesCorporill(>n.

*

^

^

T he p o w er to b e y o u r best™
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Who are you?
t

' '

'

By Cynthia Lagaris

Staff Writer
Are you a senior at Sacred Heart
University? If so, you might be
eligible for recognition in this
year’s edition of Who’s Who in

America’s Universities and Col
leges, a national publication
honoring outstanding students.
“I hope that this publication will
provide some recognition for
students who are active and con
tribute to the university,” says
Michael Bozzone, dean of
students.
Currently, Bozzone is accepting
applications from seniors
graduating in Dec. 1990 and May
or Aug. 1991.
To qualify, a student must have
a 2.73 cumulative average and
demonstrate their participation in

extra-curricular activities or ser
vice to the university or the com
munity.
To apply, students submit a writ
ten statement explaining their
qualifications, and also provide a
letter of support from faculty or
staff member. The deadline is Oct.
31, 1990.
Selected students will be
presented with an award during
senior week on student service
night.
“We have a great many deserv
ing seniors, and I’m hoping for a
healthy number of applicants,” said
Bozzone. “I’d like the rest of the
country to know of the fine
students we have at Sacred Heart,”
he added.

Tlw illum ination of a street-light during a heavy rainfall serves as a backdrop for this picture
of a lone m an trying to stay d i^ in the SHU north lot.
Photo by M ichael Cham pagne

Actor, professor
Frank Speiser to
revive cam pus dram a
By C hris Nicholson
Drama classes,^tudent produc
tions, and a university theatre
organization, are now being
organized with the help of newly
acquired professor and actor
Frank Speiser.
Presently teaching communica
tions classes at Sacred Heart,
Speiser has already begun plann
ing drama for next Semester. He
hopes to be teaching an acting
course, and is planning a student
production of Ibw Can’t Take It
. With You for the spring.

Speiser is also interested in
breathing life back into the stag
nant campus drama club. After
several years of inactivity, a revival
of the drama club was attempted
by a group of students late last
semester, but plans fell through
during the summer. Speiser would
like to see those students continue
the club’s revival, and he is ready
to help them do it.

Yale School of Drama at the sug show to over 200 colleges in the
gestion of a UB professor. He U n it^ ^ tates. The play also ran
graduated from Yale Drama in off-Broadway for five months in
1974, earning Speiser an Obie
1971.
nomination for best actor.
“It was an amazing time to be at
Although the written script is
that school”, Speiser said. “Yale
was incredible, jumping wtih mostly Bruce’s material, Speiser
excitement. There was the Panther occasionally adds material of his
trial, political demonstrations, and own based on funny experiences.
This he does in the style Bruce
Yale drama was incredible!”
would have been proud of. Speiser
At Yale Speiser developed the offers the example, “I was in the
character he would become well- bathroom of a train station and this
known for portraying; Lenny guy just started talking to me. I
Bruce, a real-life comedian in the can’t urinate when someone’s talk
early 1960’s prosecuted for perfor ing to me, especially a stranger.”
ming “obscene” material. The pro The next night Speiser used the
secution and censorship eventually

"drove Bruce to his death at 40.
Acting C areer
Speiser began acting as a stu
dent at the U niversity of
Bridgeport, then moved on to the

While at Yale Speiser wrote the
show “The World of Lenny Bruce,”
and after graduation he toured the

experience as a bit in the show, and

“the*

Speiser’s acting credits include
minor roles for the films The Elec
tric Horseman and The Rose,

Student Profile

along with several television
movies and political commercials.
Speiser on Censorship
The Lenny Bruce Show has a
great deal of relevance today, says
Speiser, especiaUy with its attemp
ted censorship of art and music
that we read about daily.
Speiser whole-heartedly agrees
art should not be censored. “There
can’t be any censorship,” he stated.
“When you do that you start fell
ing into the pitfall of somebody’s
taste.”
According to Speiser, one cen
sorship would start a chair\ reaciifiltBit
■•oiwfh^-V says, mi
^rais is bad,’ then that means
something else has to be good.
Then a guy can say ‘I don’t like
this, so you can’t do it.’”

........................................ '

Christine DeRosa
Grade “A” Student
By Liz DeMoura
“She’s very studious,” says fellow
student and friend of seven years,
Marifrances Cooney. She spends
a great deal of time on her studies.

and a wide range of extra
curricular activities, Chris still
manages to maintain a 3.5 GPA.
On top of all that, she works 15-20
hours weekly as a bookkeeper at
the Three Brothers Sport Shop.

“She’s a highly visual, highly
energetic and highly personable
young S.H.U. woman,” adds Peter
Folino.
Christine DeRosa, a transfer
student from St. Anselm’s New
Hampshire, is an accounting
m ajor. Student G overnm ent
Representative and Judicial Chair,
a Student Orientation Leader, the
Treasurer of the Debate Society,
and a member of the Accounting
Club.

Order your college ring NOW
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Date: VVlon.,'Ijies.,Vfed., Time: 1 f t D
November 12, Br 14
Place:

R I N

q x ) s i t Required:

OutsideCafeteria.
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“I’ve always been one to get
involved in activities. I think I
make a pretty good leader,” says
Chris. It has been fun for her. She
believes all her involvements have
made her who she is today.
“I’m a hard-w orking and
ambitious person,” s ^ s Chris,
happy, go-lucky person who can
sit back and enjpy life while work
ing hard.”
As a full-time student with an
average of five classes a semester.

But no matter how busy she is in
school she always finds time for
her friends. “She’s a great person,
always willing to listen,” says
Marifrances Coon^“Once last year, she got out of
class early. It was such a beautifiil
day out that she and some friends
decided to enjoy themselves. She
hasia CB in her car. l b Show how

See GRADE j^ . 14'
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Sigma Theta Tauinter-

• national honor society
of nursing is holding “A
Distinguished Lecture
Series” from 12:30 p.m. to
4:15 p.m. in Schine
Auditorium. Two topics will
be featured—
“Research as
Priority: It’s Time for
Revolution” and “Nursing
Tomorrow: Preparation.”
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• Newest club on campus.
Entrepreneurs’ Club will
hold its first meeting at 12:30
p.m. in N224. Anyone in
terested can attend.
• Annual “Meet the Players”
reception. Srimmage in
SHU Box, reception at 8:00
p.m. $5 per person.
, SHU media depart• ment continues with
Cinemascope Film Festival
with “Apocalypse Now” in
the media studies studio.
Fill starts at 7:30 p.m. Run
ningtime: 153 minutes. Ad
mission is free.

3

, Election Day
• AAUP Executive meet
ing in the Faculty Lounge at
11:00a.m. Contact JeanSells
at 371-7943.

t

0

IS T H e R E AMyTHii^G

6

• Women’s Center presents
F. Dac^, Counselor at St. '
Vincent’s Medical Center
will speak on “Under the \feil
of l^triarchy: Easteni£ui%. ,
pean Wbmen” in the Acuity
lounge at 7 p.m. Call
371-7854 for more infor
mation.

I

i

^

IF aoD V o t e
R £ P u S u C A iO ,
P o e S THAT
MAKE ifOG

i

AiO ACCOMPucE
TO THEiC.
c r im es'

.
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. The Humanities
• Touring Group pre
sents the dramatic p l^ “The
Greeks: In the Beginning.”
Tod^ at 10 a.m., tomorrow
and Friday at 9:30 a.m. and
11:15 a.m. Call 371-7600 for
information.

y

7.14*
I I*?* vices offers Communty CPR sessions. Learn
rescue breathing, first aid for
choking CPR for adults, in
fants and children. Fee $21.
Call 371-7838 for more infor
mation.
7
10*
Faculty
/ vL J J * Wor ks hop
“Mentoring”
will be held in the SHU
Library at3:00p.m. Call Dr.
Curran at 371-7744 or Dr.
Mrotek at 371-7878 for more
information.

7,

Career Services pre-

• sents Profession^ Per
sonnel D ^ from 9:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. in the SHU
library. Reservations are
necessary. Contact Judie
Filipek-Rittaler at 371-7975.
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N TER T A IN M E N T

Greeks invade SHU theatre
By Chris Conway

A & E Editor
“One of the most exciting and
influential periods in Western
civilization will be dramatically
portrayed when the Humanities
Touring Group opens its 1990-91
season with the acclaimed “The
Greeks: In the Beginning” on
IXiesday morning, November 6 at
10 a.m. in Sacred Heart Univer
sity in Fairfield.”
The Humanities Touring Group
was founded in 1987 by award
winning playw right, Claude
McNeal and his associates Piotr
Gzowski, Anne Grant Rice and
Sher Komisar. “The Greeks...”
is a multi-media piece which
traces the culture of ancient Greek
culture from the Mycenean Age to
the Golden Age in Athens. It
includes the birth of Greek
Mythology, Homer’s “Illiad and
Odyssey,” Sophocleses “Oedipus
Rex,” the trial of Socrates, the
great oration of Pericles and
Aristophanes “Lysistrata.”
“The Greeks: In the Beginning”
s the first installment in a trilogy
about western civilization called

“The Great Eras of Western
Civilizations.” The second install
ment, “The Renaissance Era:
Europe Awakens” has a tentative
premiere date of April 7, 1991 and
the final program of the trilogy
will go into production some time
in 1992.
The production uniquely incor
porates live action, visuals and
music, and draws off the talents of
professional actors, dancers,
musicians and artists from New
York and Connecticut. The pro
duction has received a great
amount of acclaim from critics
and encouragement and financial
support from companies such as
Xerox, General Electric and
Sikorsky Aircraft.
A great change which “The
Greek...” has gone through this
year is that it will use a great
number of SHU students in the
production. These students
include Greg Haberny, Elisa
Tristancho, Melissa Smith and
Paul Perille.
Perille as well as being a student
at Sacred Heart University, is also
a fitness instructor and also pur
sues his acting career. He has

appeared on stage, in films and
television commercials. Perille
was up for the head role in the film
Mystic Pizza but worked as an
extra and a stand in on the film.
When asked which medium he
liked to work in most, Perille had
this to say: “The stage, because on
the stage you have a personal con
tact with your audience. One you
can’t get in film or on television.”
As far as working with Claude
McNeal, he said, “to work with
Claude McNeal is an opportunity
you can’t turn down. His play is so
well written and such oppor
tunities don’t come that often.”
Tickets for “The Greeks: In the
Beginning” are still available for
certain performances at $10.00
each. All performances are open
to the public and will be presented
at the SHU theatre during the
following times:
Thesday, November 6 at 10 a.m.
Wednesday, November 7 &
Thursday, November 8 at 9:30
a.m. and 11:15 a.m.
For further information and
reservations, please call Denise
Kuhn or P iotr Gzowski at
365-7600.

in h

Paul Perillic masked as Creon in the “Oedipus Rex”
sequence from the Greeks: In the Beginning.

New Replacements: Not for everyone
“Don’t Tell a Soul,” the new
mainstream look of the band is
paying off. “All Shook Down”
Lately, it seems that many post brings out some acoustic guitar
modern bands are looking for a and new vocal melodies. The
change to attract a whole new change to a more popular sound
audience or cash in at the record could be credited to Scott Lift,
store and The Replacements are who produced the highly suetwo yea»®**-«ii^ftd/Green” LPfrom J^,E.M .
since we have heard any new It’s clean rock-n-roll, nothing
material from the band, but look fancy, but Litt and Westerberg
out because 1990 brings us their construct a sound that is comfor
table for the listeners.
latest effort “All Shook Down.”
You could almost call this a solo
The songs are short and simple.
album from the band’s leader Paul Three and a half minutes is lengthy
Westerberg, who wrote all of the on this album, but they reminded
selections as well as serving as the me of some of the tunes that we
album’s co-producer. You might heard during the tidal wave of new
even call it “Don’t Tell a Soul—Part rock, in the early 80’s. If you took
II” because it is merely an expan a liking to the old material with the
sion of the new ground broken in punk outlook chances are you
1988. Any w ^ you slice it, it’s The won’t like this. Westerberg’s car
Replacements and it’s not all that bon copy of the last album is less
bad.
punk, more pop. Songs like
Even though it carries some “Merry Go Round”, “Attitude” and
similar sounds that we heard on “Happy Town” are the most
By Paul M olnar

A hom ecom ing
o f a different sort
By Chris Conway

Arts & Entertainment Editor
It is a commonfantasyfor young
children to believe that the people
they live with are not real parents
and the real ones are a king and
queen or some type of celebrity.
Welcome Home Roxy Carmichael,
a new film from the people at
Paramount, address this often
occurring idea.
The film stars Winona Ryder
(Heathers) as Dinky Bossetti, a
fifteen-year-old outcast of the
small midwestern town of Clyde,
Ohio. At the film’s beginning, the
townspeople of Clyde are gearing
up for the arrival of their
hometown girl turned celebrity,
Roxy Carmichael.
The reason for Roxy’s return is
for the dedication of the Roxy Car
michael Center for Cosmetology
and Drama. This return has the
•entire town in pandamonium. The
town’s council has declared it Roxy
Carmichael Week and is holding
a Roxy Ball. The Historical
Society takes people on a tour of

likeable from the thirteen song
selection.
Don’t get me wrong. This album
is not perfect. I didn’t like the idea
of Paul Westerberg singing solo
with his guitar. His voice tone is
too low and with his depressing
lyrics on “All Shook Down”to go
with it. I almost turned the power. ..,
off to my CD player. He needs the
band behind him to carry it along,
but since the musicians were listed
as staff rather than a band in the
liner notes, it seems that trouble
might be in the future for The
Replacements.
All and all, the album delivers
a tolerable guitar rock band who
can give us a somewhat original
sound. It might be worth it for you
to pick this one up. Especially if
you liked the last one. If you’re not
a fen of The Replacements, it
might collect dust on the shelf with
other albums you listened to twice.
Sample this one before you buy it.

“the house that Roxy Carmichael
lived in.” Ex-boyfriend Denton
Webb, played by Jeff Daniels
(House on Carol Street), is ner
vous about the return. And, of
course. Dinky who hopes to
follow in her idol’s footsteps.
“This is a film about how we
create gods only so that we can
destroy them—the god of celebrity
being the greatest,” comments
screenwriter/executive producer
Karen Leigh Hopkins.
The film was directed by Jim
Abrahams (Big Business) who
says, “people are fascinated with
celebrities, that’s why magazines
like People, Life and Time are so
popular. Welcome Home Roxy
Carmichael addresses the whole
nature of celebrity worship.”
In his direction of the film,
Abrahams builds a world for the
viewer which places celebrity
worship very high in people’s
lives.
Most of the performances in the
film are very good and are full of
emotion, which compliments the

In “Welcome Home, Roxy Carmichael,” Dinky Bossetti (Winona Ryder) discusses with Denton Wehb
(Jeff Daniels) the anxiously-awaited return o f Roxy Carmichael.

dialogue and action of the script.
Ryder was eager to play the
character of Dinky upon first
reading the screenpl^ three years
ago. “I identified with her desires
to be accepted on her own terms,”
Ryder observes.

Commenting on his role of Den
ton Webb, Daniels said “Denton is
a very straightforward, nice guy
who’s married and has two kids.
During the week that Roxy comes
home, he becomes so confused
that he becomes a basket case.”

Welcome Home Roxy Car
michael is a good film about how
small towns will do anything to
please their hometown celebrities.
It is also a “feel good” film that is
worth checking out.
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The Twin Peaks intr^ue
By C atherine G ingerella

Staff Writer
Who killed Laura Palmer?
Although a question on the mind
of every Twin Peaks fan, viewers
are now- starting to question
whether or not they really care.

Palmer, has been murdered for
reasons unknown. Inspecting the
case are Sheriff Harry Truman
(Michael Ontkean) and Special
FBI Agent Dale Cooper (Kyle
MacLachlan). As clues arise from
the wide range of unusual and
fescinating characters on the show,
the mystery becomes more com
plex and difficult to solve.

Although murders on other
“soap-opera” type shows are solved
through series of rational,
reasonable, and concrete clues,
the Twin Peaks mystery is slowly
unraveled by clues that are
anything but rational. The clues,
from various characters (espec
ially Cooper) are revealed through
dreams, visions, and strange

Started as a series last spring by
creators David Lynch and Mark
Frost, Twin Peal« has definitely
marked itself as original, creative,
and yes, weird. Nominated for 14
Emmy Awards, Twin Peaks,
although it received no awards,
was renewed due to its popularity
and unique style.

occurrences. What Lynch and
Frost seem to have devised is a
show that satirizes other dramamysteries that take their shows too
seriously. Twin Peaks is funny,
and is making fun of “soapoperas,” the seriousness they try to
present, and the seriousness with
which their audiences take them
for.
So far, in the few shows this
season, the plot has gone almost
nowhere, or at least only in vicious
circles. The ntystery of the murder
of Laura Palmer is almost unim
portant as compared to the sub
plots that are growing in intrigue
and interest. The show is getting
its audience heavily involved in
these sub-plots so when Laura’s
killer is revealed, we won’t stop
watching the show. And let’s face
it, anyone who has been following
the show finds they can’t stop. It’s
an addiction Twin Peaks is hoping
for.

The plot is extremely complex
and intricate, and if anyone can
follow it completely, they get
much deserved credit. Although
the details are tedious to explain,
the main plot is this: A young,
popular high school student in the
town of Twin Peaks, Laura

The show is extremely creative
and inventive. Nothing on T.V. has
ever surmounted to anything as
fascinating as Twin Peaks. The
actors primarily keep the show the
success it is, especially MacLach
lan, and Sherilyn Fenn (Audrey
Horn).
The “strangeness” of the show is
what makes it a landmark, and
can’t be explained but must be
watched. Where else on T.V. can
you listen to a midget talk
backwards, watch a woman talk to
her log, see food disappear before
one’s eyes, be fascinated with a
psychopath named Leo, and fall
for a handsome FBI agent?

Despite the frustration of not
knowing who killed Laura Palmer,
Twin Peaks is a riot to watch. If
you’ve never seen an episode,
good luck at following the plot, but
it’s definitely a show to turn to and
enjoy.

Clockwise from top: The Twin Peaks
cast looks on at Laura Palmer’s
funeral; Sherilyn Fenn (Audrey)
with her “Special Agent” Cooper
(Kyle MacLachlan); Sheriff Truman
(Michael Ontkean) and Cooper.

RUMRUNNER
SALOON

Sacred Heart University
Center for Women
offers:
Tuesday Nov. 6
in the Faculty
Lounge

NIGHTLY SPECIALS
Mon: 50^ Hot Dogs 50^ Drafts

NOV. BANDS

Tues: $1.00 shots of Kamikazes
Weds: Ladies night 8-10 50* Well Drinks
Thurs: College Night 8-10 50* Drafts
Sat: 8-10 50* Well Drinks
Formerly the Sand Bar Cafe
3445 FAIRFIELD AVE. BPT., CT 06 6 0 6

366-2219
Always Looking for the Best
Entertainment in Fairfieid County

.1

u

» J i i:

‘U n d e r t h e Veil o f

Patriarchy:
Eastern Euro
pean Women”

V >

11A1: Gary C lu ed Band
11/2: B lue Ruin
11/3: Ken Ginaya
11/4: Frankadellcs
11/5: O pen Jam N ile—A cco u stic R ep tiles
11/7: C innam on Sky—S outhern Rock
11/8: Tem pest
11/9: P e g a su s
11/10: Drunken B o zo s
11/11: D.J. B ody R ockers
11/14: O pie and th e B lackouts
11/15: Lookout
11/16: Rat Bat Blue
11/17: Laughin’ B o n es
11/18: D.J. B ody R ockers
11/20: O pen Jam NIte
11/21: F rancadellcs
11/22: D.J. B ody R ockers
11/23: G us R ictor
11/24: Tonge & G roove
11/25: D.J. B ody R ockers
11/29: Grand D esign
11/30: O pie & The B iackouts

M o n d a y Nov. 12
In th e F acu lty
L ounge

“W omen and AIDS”

P resenter: Beverlee
F. Dacey, M.A.
S tu d e n t Activities
C ounseior, St.
V incent’s N ursing
S chool, Bridgeport,
CT.
P re sen te r: Lynn
D eR obertis, R.N.,
B.S.N.
Director of S acre d
H eart University
H ealth S erv ices

PREGNANT?
a n d naad h e lp ...

irtbrigfit
238 JEW ETT AVENUE
BRroCEPORT, CONN. 06606

CALL 372-2777
10:00-4:00
Mon.-Thurs.

Free Pregnancy Test
1-800-848-LOVE
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Study says coU^e
athletes are unhappy

Dialogue promoted through document
C oift. fnm i pg. 1

Christian message as it comes to
us through the church.” Cernera
“counterpoint.” “We would be less. says “a lot of these issues are not
catholic if we were not open to germane,” to SHU, while Trebon
other traditions,” says Trebon. “It points out, “catechismal instruc
tion is not appropriate as part of
is universal.”
“We are enriched by our the university as university.” They
religious and cultural diversity,” do recognize the need for the study
adds Cemera who understands the of religion and philosophy at a
document’s “intent to help Catholic
universities deepen their own
“We know we are
understanding of their identity,”
but “realizes in some cultures it
doing our mission if
may not be possible,” where there
our graduates and
are few Catholics that make up the
population.
Religious studies professor Dr.
Joseph Grau sees that the docu
ment encourages dialogue among
diverse peoples of the world. “It
has some excellent positive ideas
about how a religious oriented
university can make a contribution
in a religiously pluralistic world.”
“Original forms of dialogue and
co llab o ratio n s are to be
encouraged between Catholic
universities and the other univer
sities of a nation on behalf of
development, of understanding
between cultures and of the
defense of nature in accordance
with an awareness of the interna
tional ecological situation,”
explains the document.
The document also asks for the
adherence to “Fidelity to the

ourselves have
become more
accepting of
diversity . .

liberal art college such as SHU to
create well-rounded students.
A “search for an integration for
knowledge, dialogue between laith
and reason, an ethical concern and
a theological perspective,” as well
as a respect for the person and
search for truth are emphasized in
the constitution.
“The quest for truth is a univer
sal qiKSt,” says Nadeau. “When
one has found a piece of truth, one
knows it. One feels more alive,
more enlightened, more con
nected with som eone or

Grade “A^ student
personable she can be she must
have made about six friends talk
ing into that CB. Once she starts
talking to you, about anything, you
suddenly feel closer to her.”
Chris appeared in an ad for

something greater than oneself.
The quest happens anywhere and
everywhere. I believe it is the hope
of our Catholic institutions that
when that piece of truth is
discovered, it can be seen against
the bigger backdrop of faith.
Whether that attainment of the
truth is placed in a religious con
text or not doesn’t negate the
quest.”
Cernera finds it difficult to
separate those parts of SHU that
make it Catholic and those pur
suits that define it as an institution
of higher learning. “I don’t know
how you separate those things out,”
says Cernera. Often the goals are
the same.
Trebon believes part of the
Catholic tradition involves “life
long learning.” He talks about lear
ning itself as a religious and “pro
foundly human experience.” The
apostolic constitution, according
to Trebon, “reaffirms what SHU is
about.”
“We know we are doing our mis
sion if our graduates and ourselves
have become more conscious than
we do make a difference in our
world, if we all gained a deeper
respect for the care of the planet,
and if we’re each willing to do all
that we can to make our homes,
our neighborhoods and cities
more peaceful.”

Com thmt |ig. 7

SHU in newspapers around the
C onnecticut area. It read
“Christine E)eRosa was looking for
a change in her life, so she tried
SHU.” She was chosen along with
a few other transfer students who
are also involved with school

activities.
Chris is looking forward to
passing her CPA and specializing
in tax accounting. She also wants
to open a firm with her sister, who
is a CM .-

Big-time college athletes don’t university, the Adlers found
feel much like heroes. Instead, students were quickly disap
they often feel isolated, frustrated, pointed upon arriving on campus.
exhausted and pressured, two
From the moment they stepped
sociologists report in a new study. onto campus, athletes were treated
The study blamed victory- differently and isolated from the
obsessed college athletic depart general student population, the
ments for warping the students’ study said.
They were housed in an athletic
experiences.
dormitory, ate at a training table
“The bottom line is, if the coach
and maintained a rigorous practice
doesn’t win. he loses his job,” said
schedule that interfered with
University of Colorado sociologist
social pursuits and school work.
Patricia Adler, who coauthored the
A 1989 NCAA survey of 1,789
most recent study with husband
athletes nationwide uncovered
Peter Adler, a sociologist at the
similar complaints.
University of Denver.
A disturbing percentage of
In tracing the lives of student students said they felt isolated on
members of a Division I National their campuses, had little time to
Collegiate Athletic Association study, and that they often felt
(NCAA) men's basketball team at physically abused by their
an unnamed Southwestern private ,coaches._____________________

Mission explained
Con’t from pg. 1
the defendants, and the criteria for
defining institutions “non
sectarian” was established in the
Burger
Opinion.
These
characteristics were written by the
defendant’s attorney in a pamphlet
titled “The Search for Sec
tarianism in Education.”
If persons other than Catholics
were admitted to the student
bodies and given faculty appoint
ments, attendants at religious ser
vices was not required of students,
religion courses were not limited
to the Roman Catholic religion, no
effort was given by the colleges to
proselytize religion, and there was
an adherence to established prin
ciples of academic freedom, the
institutions were then called “nonsectarian.’’

According to a summary ot the
decision that appeared in a SHU
self-study in 1983, “Rather than
weakening its Catholic identity,
the Burger Opinion served to
reveal how the university’s uni
queness within much of traditional
Catholic higher education places
it near the forefront of newer con
cepts of Catholicity and moves it
more fully into the mainstream of
American higher education.”
In September of 1990, the Most
Reverend Edward Egan signed a
90 year lease for Sacred Heart
University’s continued use of its
53-acre campus, owned by the
Diocese of Bridgeport.
B y Jennifer Barbin
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Cashier and Sales Positions available.
Work around your school schedule at our
Sporting Goods Store located on the
■mpr'
Westport/Norwalk Line
Come join our Company and have a job you can count on
throughout your college career; summers included (optional)

Call:

Miss Debbie DeLise at
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Tribute to
Lisa Dedrick
By Lori Bogue
Lisa M. Dedrick was a warm,
easy going senior, majoring in
Business whose life was claimed
in an automobile accident on May
25, 1990.
Dedrick was a hard worker and
was very involved in softball. She
played for both Waterford High
School, and Mitchell Junior Col
lege in New London before
transferring to Sacred Heart in
1986.
Mitchell College Softball Coach
Jim Grant replied, “Lisa was a
pleasure to have on the team. She
was willing to do extra, and help
out where she could.” Grant noted
Dedrick to be, “the finest first
baseman Mitchell has ever had,
she was outstanding and possessed
a division one glove.” Grant also
stated that Lisa was a hard worker.
Before Lisa’s attendance at Mit

chell College, in grades’ eght and
nine, she would stop in the gym
and field ground balls to perfect
her defense. Lisa was also
involved with an outside job,
catering, and school work. Grant
replied sadly, “Lisa was a good
person, it was very sad to see her
leave that way.”
With continued hard work,
Dedrick became an impressive
first baseman for the Pioneers. In
1987, Lisa helped the Pioneers
clinch a 40-7 record, and earn a
fourth place finish in the NCAA
Division II Nationals in Quincy,
Illinois.
C oach E lizabeth Luckie
replied, “Lisa was a very special
person. I don’t think she ever had
an unkind word to say to anyone.
She was always pleasant, very
easygoing, and would befriend
anyone. Her death has left an
impact on many of our lives. She

'

Vicki Kennedy returns a goal-clearing effort by the University of Bridgeport’s goalie while Kerl O’Don
nell looks on In the background. SHU lost the Friday afternoon match 3-0.
Photo by Michael Champgane

is missed very much by her family also in two special awards set up
and friends.”
in her honor. Coach Luckie will
initiate, “The Lisa M. Dedrick
Lisa’s death has left many Defensive Award,” in 1991 which
shocked, horrified, and saddened, recognizes an outstanding
but her memory will live on in member of the team. AlsoWaterthose who knew and loved her, and ford High School has set up, “The

Lisa M. Dedrick Scholarship
Fund.” Donations would be
appreciated and can be forwarded
to Waterford High School, 20
Rope Ferry Rd., Waterford, CT
06385.

Missives from the Madman
To dive or not to dive, that is the
question. The answer, at least
publicly from B uster Douglas
would say not, but privately and
twenty eight million dollars later
the answer may not be the same.
Not to take anything awty from the
accomplishments of Evander
Holy field, it was a punch and a
TOod one at that, but wa&Jhis or
was i5ustl;r not the sanl6 tHiiiWM"
got up off the deck after being
knocked down by Mike Tyson,
the hardest hitter I ever saw? All
Poetiy aside, Buster probably did
not take a dive but I don’t feel he
was all that anxious to continue
either.
After half an NFL season, we
still have two unbeaten NFC
games but after week B this will
not be the case. The Giants-49er
matchup will be a preview of the
NFC Championship and the best
two teams in football (sorry Raider
fans). Can the Giant D stop magic

We need you.
0

American Heart
Association

M ontana? How successful will
the methodical punishing Giant
offense fare wiA the niner D?
Aren’t the Vikings pathetic? Go
ahead Herschei, retire. I don’t
think his team will miss him. Losing the Monday night contest with
the Eagles a couple of weeks ago
was just a small indication of how
bad this team is, to lose to another
.joke team like the Philadelphia
Cheeseballs the way the Vikes did.
Horrible. And remember I picked
the Vikings to win the division.
Please people, be against me in
football and you shall ‘live large.’

Atlantic
i. Knicks
2. 76ers
3 . Gerital Celts
4 . Nets
5 . Bullets
6 . Heat

Central
1. Bad Boys
2. Jordan
3. Cavileers
4. Indiana
5. Milwaukee
6 . Atlanta Nuggets
7. Charlotte
Fbr more kifannatinn about humnc ah«intn«

How ’bout them Rangers?
Seriously, the Rangers have been
the class hockey thus far this year.
Mike Richter has proven last year
wasn’t a fluke and ^ m i e NichoUs
and D arren D ircotte have been
scoring machines. The Devils will
Speaking of picks, here is how
give the men in blue their toughest
the NBA will shape up according
competition.
to the Madman this season:
The Pioneer soccer squad
finishes
up their regular season
Eastern Conference Final:
with a 2-0 victory over St.
Bulls vs. Pistons
Anselm’s and Dan Dos Santos
Westerp Conference Finals:
kept right on rolling along with
another goal as he is one of the top
Spurs vs. Lakers
scorers in all college soccer. A
NBA Final: Bulls over Spurs
14-5 record, the most successftil in
SHU soccer history will go far in
Midwest
Pacific
Jo e M cG u ig a n ’s recruiting
1. Mr. Robinson 1. Lakers
efforts.
2. Utah
2. Phoenix
The Rodney Smith situation,
3. Dallas
3. Seattle
was a most unfortunate one for a
4. Houston
4. Portland
basketball team that sorely needed
5. Golden Mullin his leadership. This team will miss
D-Fenseless
6 . Timberwolves Sacramento
him. Someone will have to step up
(Hi Tom)
and take Smith’s spot. Hopefolly
7. Magic
someone will.

Classifieds
EARN $20 to $30 PER HOUR

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

Campus Sales Rep. Call collect.

518-583-1180 — W ed. th ru S a t. —

HELP WANTED
Part time Telemarketer, 1-5 Mon.-Fri.
Orange, CT. Call Matt Eagle for appointment at

___________ 795-5661___________ _

1000k

Earn up to $1000 in one
wedc for your campus
organization.

HwachaBceat
*5000 Morel

IDaifenal diaaeainn bi daaanmns.
CUITOU-FREE
D B SK nO N HOTUNE
.1j M

ISaO-922-HIOG

mt maMcOpnitacr ^ahr AMMiUeait

Arwr

DOHH
STAY
(HOM
Round Trips from New York startkig at;

London
Paris
San Jose C.R.
Banskok
Hongkong
Tokjo

i

370
410
378
929
849
759

s tu d e n t a Faculty Fates
Taxes not induded.Restrictions apply.
Fares suUect to change. One ways
available.Work/Study abroad proem s
International Student &Teacher ID.
EURAIL PA SSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT!

FREE S tudent Travel Cataiogl

,HOPELINE
PREGNANCY CENTER

366-HOPE
(3 6 8 4 8 7 3 )
CARINQ HELP FOR
WOMEN IN THEIR TIME
OF SPECIAL NEED
2 4 HOURS A DAY
CONFIDENTIAL
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
FREE COUNSEUNG
HONEST EXPLANATION
OF ALL FACTS ^OPTIONS
ALLWELCXJME

BETA SECRETARIAL
S e r v ic e s
• Word Processing
• General Typing
• Term Papers
• Scientific Reports
• Manuscripts
SAME DAY SERVICE
••a

jK^pam woifcs!
ifeeded.

CAMPUS REP WANTED:
Campus Rep wanted to run Ski and Spring Break trips
for free travel or commission. Cal) 413-533.-1600
collect.
'A

cut

PICK-UP
•••

DEUVERY

CALL (203) 384-0893

Sacred Heart University

Sports Briefs

The Intramural Volleyball Cham
pions were the Super 6. The Super
Six was captained ty Rob Kovacs
and finished the season with a 5-1
record. Runners-up were the Simp
sons. Congratulations go to the
champions and all teams for a good
season.

WIN BIG BUCKS!!! Moonlight
Bowling will be held on November
10 at Nutmeg Lanes on Villa
Avenue in Fairfield. Starting time is
9:30 p.m. Sign up in advance on the
Intramural Board next to the gym,
or in the Activities office. Students,
Faculty, and staff are all eligible to
compete. The last day to sign up is
November 7. One note, due to
NCAA regulations, the school is
prohibited from paying for athletes
to compete. Athletes must p^ $8 to
play. Free for non-athletes, shoes
not included.
To register for Intramural Basket
ball and Indoor Soccer see Coach
Giaquinto today before 5 p.m.
There is a MANDATORY captain’s
meeting at 5:30 for Indoor soccerr
and 6:00 for basketball Today!!!

By Lori Bogue

Sports Writer

The Lady Pioneer Spikers
improved their record to 13-9 in
Volleyball play by winning four of
their last five matches.
The Pioneers beat Southhamp
ton (LIU) College in afternoon
action on Saturday. The Pioneers
lost only the first game 15-9
before shutting down LIU, 15-7,
15-12, 15-11. Jennifer Dankulich
had an impressive afternoon with
kills, and four block solos.
Donna Charchenko and Maria
Cavaliere smashed eight kills
apiece. Vicki Kennedy had five
service points and April King had
24 assists.

1

On October 23, the Spikers beat
Southern University before drop
ping a loss to Division 1 Fairfield Univesity on Thursday
October 25. Fairfield crippled the
Pioneers, although the Pioneers
did manage to eek out a win in
game two, 15-6. Other scores
included 15-9, 15-7, and 15-11 in
favor of Fairfield. Charchenko led
the team with 12 kills, while
Cavaliere and Dankulich both had

Sports Editor

INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
NEWS
SCHEDULE FOR NOVEMBER 4
(Records in Parenthesis)

M arie Cavaliere spikes a shot past two Queen’s College blockers in the Lady Pioneer’s victory
Oct. 22. The three game sweep was scored 15-3, 15-8 and 15-9.
Photo by Michael Champagne

seven kills. Heather Crilly con
tributed with 38 digs, and King
with 24 assists.
On October 22, the Pioneers
beat Queens College in three
straight matches; 15-3, 15-8, and

15-9. Cavaliere led the Pioneer part in the NECC tournament Fri
attack with 11 kills, and Char day and Saturday at the University
chenko contributed with seven of New Haven in West Haven.
kills. Crilly had an impressive 11 ^ Listen for the time of the matches
service points in game two.
and come out and s u p p o r t th e
This
, Pioneers!

M en ’s so ccer w ait fo r EC A C ’s
By Rick Ferris

Schedule

PIONEERS

Volleyball team continues to win

The Women’s Soccer team lost tp
Bridgeport last Friday 3-0. The
team played well and in fact
dominated a good part of the match.
The team finished with an 0-2
record.
The soccer photograph on page
12 of the October 18 ilssue was that
of Senior Walter Pons and not Allan
Zuniga. We apologize for any in
convenience.

Sports

The Men’s Soccer team con
cluded its regular season with a
14-5 record and 3-4 record in the
NECC, and are ranked #18 in the
nation. With a 14-5 record, one
would think the team would be
preparing for the NCAA’s, but
since the Pioneers are locked in
the toughest conference in the

nation, an NCAA wont be for
thcoming. In Division II, 12 teams
make it in four regions with three
in the northeast region. So the
team awaits word on the ECAC
tournament.

sinee they take four teams, our
chances are very good because at
least three teams will go into the
NCAA’s. It gives us a very good
opportunity.”

111 iiic game, uonaio riseiit
assisted on the goal. With 19:13
left. Senior Walter Pons finished
the scoring with a goal assisted by
Dos Santos.

Head Coach Joe McGuigan said
of the team’s chances to make the
ECAC, “I think they’re pretty
good. Based on the fact that we’re
ranked #5 in New England and

This past Sunday, the Pioneers
concluded their regular season
with a 2-0 victory over St.
Anselms from New Hampshire.
Senior Dan Dos Santos opened the'
scoring with a goal with 28:32 left

Afterwards, McGuigan stated,
“we played well. Daniel (Dos
Santos) had a pulled quad which
limited his effectiveness. Con
sidering we were knocked out of
the NECC’s on Wednesday when
Keene State beat Franklin Pierce,
the guys played pretty well.”
Last Wednesday, the Pioneers
trounced Quinnpiac 11-3. Dos
Santos led the way with an
immaculate six goals tying a
school record. Also adding goals
were senior Frank Surace, Theo
Burnett, Allan Zuniga, Donato
Piselli, and Tony Ventresca.
Afterwards McGuigan com
mented, “The entire team had its
best offensive display of the
season. A little sloppy on defense,
but sometimes it goes hand in
hand with having a strong offense.”
On October 22, the Pioneers
beat Bentley College 3-0. Scoring
goals for Sacred Heart was Marco
Sanchez, Dos Santos, and Piselli.
Surace and Leom McKeown had
assists for the Pioneers.
McGuigan stated, “the outstan
ding players down the stretch were
Dino Scaccia in goal, Zuniga and
Surace on defense, Sanchez in
midfield, and Burnett and Dos
Santos on forward line.”
SHU KICKS: Dos Santos leads
the nation in goals scored (33),
and in points with 77.

10:30 Posers (2-0) vs. Micro
Interceptors (0-1)
11:30 Rooks (0-1) vs. Damage, Inc.
( 0 - 1)

12:30 Rooks (0-1) vs. Sack Pa L
( 1-0 )

Results of October 21 games:
10:30 Posers defeat Rooks by forfeit
11:30 Posers 24 Damage, Inc. 14
12:30 Sack Pack 14, Micro
Interceptors 0

Scoreboard
SCHEDULE
Women’s Volleyball
Fri. 11/2 and Sat. 11/3
NECC Tournament at Univ. of
New Haven
■’’ime: TBA
Men’s Soccer
Sat. ’1/10 and Sunday 11/11
ECAC Tournament
Teams, site and times to be
announced

Edgar Prtns passes the ball just ahead of a block attempt by a C.W. Post player during recent action.
The game was a pivotal point in the SHU hooter’s season.
Photo by Noelle Jackman

